Abstract
. However, most of them produce a once assumed. For example, a single base substitution high rate of false positive predictions. This is problematic will commonly modify the intensity of the interaction for practicing biologists who wish to validate these between transcription factor and DNA rather than abolish results -testing a prediction is costly.
it. This implies that such regions are fairly robust to
In [1] , we attempt to reduce these false positive mutations. It also allows a relatively small number of predictions using classification techniques taken from the transcription factors to produce a multitude of patterns of field of machine learning. We combine random selection gene expression. Furthermore, certain weakly binding under-sampling and SMOTE over-sampling techniques transcription factors require assistance of other, more to cope with the imbalanced dataset. In addition, we use a vigorously binding proteins whereas others compete for 'window' of consecutive results in order to contextualise access to a single regulatory site. The situation is further the neighbouring results. In this work, we investigate the complicated by the fact that certain regulatory regions are classification results when using 4 feature selection more accessible to transcription factors than others [2] . In filtering methods: Bi-Normal Separation (BNS), higher eukaryotes some of these regions may be located correlation coefficients (CC), F-Score and a cross far upstream or downstream of the target gene. These are entropy based algorithm, on the windowed inputs, called enhancers or cis-regulatory modules and have proven to be very difficult to recognise.
One of the most exciting, but also challenging areas of annotated yeast promoter sequences, a selection of 12 current biological research is therefore devoted to the key algorithms were unable to reduce the error rate of understanding of the regulation of gene expression. The positive predictions below 80%, with between 20% and identification of regulatory regions and transcription 65% of annotated binding sites recovered. These factor binding sites clearly forms an essential step in this algorithms represent a wide variety of approaches to the endeavour. However, although as much as 50% of the problem of transcription factor binding site prediction, human genome is estimated to be regulatory [3] , most of such as the use of regular expression searches, PWM this is not yet deciphered. The desire for large scale scanning, statistical analysis, co-regulation and understanding has driven the development of high evolutionary comparisons. throughput methods. It favours computational approaches One way to overcome this problem is to combine the because these sidestep the ultimately more reliable but outcomes of a large number of algorithms instead of slow and expensive route of experimental verification.
relying on the result of just one. The importance of such Regulatory regions appear to have statistical meta-classifiers goes without question and their properties that help to distinguish them from other parts investigation will therefore be at the core of this paper. In of the genome, such as the over-representation of similar the work described here we take the results from the 12 sequential motifs [4] [5] [6] and a sequential persistency and aforementioned algorithms and combine them into 2 an informational entropy that is intermediate between different feature vectors, as shown in next section. We those of exons and non-coding, non-regulatory DNA [7] . then investigate whether the integrated classification These and other statistical properties are exploited by results of the algorithms can produce better various types of algorithms for predicting TFBS, or their classifications than any one algorithm alone. (See Figure  motifs , from raw sequence data. Enumerative algorithms 1, and more details about Figure 1 can be found in build or assume a background model of base pair section 3.1). In our previous work [1] , we found that the distribution in the DNA non-coding regions that do not integrated classifier using a support vector machine contain TFBS, and look for motifs in the given sequence (SVM) [8] outperform each of the original individual that are statistically significant against this background. algorithms and the other classifiers employed in this They are often applied to (putative) co-regulated genes work. In particular they have a better tradeoff between found by expression (micro-) array analysis. Another recall and precision. enumerative approach is phylogenetic foot-printing, which identifies motifs by comparing sequences from Known binding sites phylogenetically related species. Iterative algorithms use techniques such as Expectation Maximization to define weight matrices for the most over-represented motifs. the minority class. We take 5 nearest neighbours, and In this work, we use 2/3 of the data as the training set triple the number of items in the minority class. The and 1/3 as the test set. Amongst the data there are actual ratio of minority to majority class is determined by repeated vectors, some with the same label (repeated under-sampling the majority class. For feature selection items) and some with different labels (inconsistent to work effectively it is desirable for the two classes to be items). It is obviously unhelpful to have these repeated of equal size. or inconsistent items in the training set, so they are removed. However there is no change in the case of the 3.3 Classifier Performance test set, which therefore contains the full set of data.
As the data is drawn from a sequence of DNA Since the dataset is imbalanced, supervised 4. FEATURE SELECTION classification algorithms will be expected to over predict the majority class, namely the non-binding site category.
It is known that a dataset with a large number of There are various methods of dealing with imbalanced features may suffer from the curse of dimensionality data [17] , classified as algorithm-based and data-based VMi 'VVi L M selection algorithm. In this work, we focus on filtering c) Select the i whose quantity computed from step b) is methods.
the smallest, and define G = G -{J } In the context of the data used here, feature selection is the elimination of one or more of the base algorithms 5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS that may be less useful in constructing the final metaclassifier. This elimination can be achieved simply by 5.1 Results on Feature Selection using one (or more) of the aforementioned performance metrics. In this way we are selecting the best algorithms prior to combining them to produce the meta-classifier.
We compute the BNS, F-Score and CC scores for Two suitable metrics are F-Score and CC as defined in each of 12 base algorithms. The cross entropy-based Table 1. algorithm is implemented using the classification Alternately, we can select features to eliminate by toolbox, which is available at the URL http: wWW.Y0m-using a combination of the metrics, as described in toy.info/toolbox.htmi. These scores are sorted and plotted Table 2 shows that the rank of the 12 base algorithms eliminate. BNS was proposed in [23] , where it was found (denoted A to L) resulting from the different feature definition is by selection methods. It can be seen that there are 4: A, C, G to pRerform well.P Iats) where F-1 given and I, in common in the first 6 selected features of all the Fl (Recall) -F'l (EP_Rate) , where F' is the filtering methods employed here. In addition, the ranking standard normal inverse cumulative distribution. The of features using the BNS and CC methods are the same BNS distance metric is proportional to the area under the except for rank 9 and 10. ROC curve [24] , which is often used to measure a classifier's performance. An algorithm, using cross entropy was proposed in 0.6- [25] . Here we describe it following [17] .
Assuming there is a set of features X 0.5
v=4j,v2,...,vpJ- Index of sorted features entropy of distributions p and q, and C denotes the Figure 3 . BNS of each algorithm. possible classes. 2) Iterate a)-c) until some pre-specified number of features has been deleted:
Results on Classification
Since BNS and CC selected the same 6 algorithms there are only 3 different sets of data, one for each of the different sets of selected features. For each set of data, an SVM was trained as a meta-classifier. All the SVM parameters were obtained using cross-validation. For the ,\ purpose of comparison we also ran the SVM on the full N set of 12 features, denoted by Full in Table 3.  3  Table 3 shows the results. Interestingly, we can see that all performances are similar. Full windowed inputs C2D have the highest F-Score, while BNC/CC windowed inputs have the lowest FP-Rate and highest Precision. Overall, none of the 4 feature selection filtering methods 1 outperforms the others. 10 12 algorithms were not detrimental to the overall 0 ) 2 4 6 8 10 1 performance of the meta-classifier. On the other hand, we Indexofsortedfeatures have shown that effective classification can be achieved Figure 5 . CC of each algorithm, using just the 6 best algorithms. * s1g US te bsta570ths 
